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Week 4 

Writing  

Editing Your Book 

Why Do You Need Your Book to be Edited? 

➡ You’re too close to your own writing. We can’t see our own mistakes, and the truth 
is, the more we read it, the less we see. A second set of eyes is essential to 
catching the mistakes we miss because we overlook them.

➡ You’re attached to your own ideas. Sometimes we get so attached to our ideas that 
we get offended when an editor tells us they are wrong. Most of the time, the 
second set of eyes is correct.

➡ You live with your brain, your readers don’t. We know what we intended to say and 
our brains play tricks on us making us think we said something clearly or in one 
particular way. Yet, our readers don’t understand. This is why so many non-fiction 
books go overboard saying the same thing over and over again, boring their readers 
and making them toss the book aside after only a couple of chapters.

➡ Bad writing will kill your book faster than anything else. Yes, your cover is the first 
thing readers will judge you on, but good writing is what allows someone to share 
your book with others and give you good reviews and word-of-mouth promotion. 
Some people will buy a book regardless of the cover design but it is a rare rare 
reader who will give a book a good review if it is poorly written. 

What’s So Scary About a Little Editing

Editing seems to freak out authors. The very idea will cause so many authors to 
procrastinate in getting a book done. They think editing means “telling me I am 
wrong.” Why is this so scary?

➡ You’re attached, so attached to yourself and your own ideas that you can’t see past 
them.
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➡ You think it is expensive. Yes, high end editors cost money, sometimes a lot of 
money. They can be expensive. But you can get that same level of quality without 
having to pay tens of thousands of dollars.

➡ An editor holds a position of authority. A lot of authors and entrepreneurs like to be 
in control. They don’t like to give up authority. Editors have the authority to help you.

➡ You don’t think you can change it back. You might think if an editor changes 
something you cannot change it back. That isn’t true. You can change your editing 
whenever you want! A lot of editors like to use MS Word’s Track Changes feature 
and you may find you like it, too, because it lets you see quickly where your 
manuscript was changed. If an editor totally misses your point or just doesn’t “get 
you,” your readers probably won’t either, but that just means you can re-write the 
information to be more clear and say it in a different way.

➡ Re-writing is harder than initial flow writing. Yes it is. Once the flow starts, it is easy. 
Re-writing is so much more difficult. It takes a long time, makes you procrastinate 
and can be miserable. But it isn’t an excuse for not getting it right. The patience you 
develop working with an editor will pay off in the long run—and make you a better 
writer.

➡ Editing takes time. Good editing takes a lot of time. You cannot expect an editor to 
turn around a manuscript in a couple days or even a week. Most are reading your 
manuscript three times and that is going to take time.

Editing is IMPORTANT!

➡ “Self”-publishing doesn’t mean you do everything yourself. It means you are 
capable enough to manage the publishing process yourself, to control it and make 
the decisions; and that you, just like a traditional publisher, are smart enough to 
know when you shouldn’t perform a particular function yourself but outsource it to 
someone with a higher level of skill to improve your business

➡ Your book won’t sell unless you can compete! Most self-published authors only sell 
an average of 75 copies because that is how many friends/family members they can 
rustle up to buy the book. Most of the time, those authors cannot compete because 
they skipped the editing process altogether and they cannot get any word-of-mouth 
marketing.

➡ Every time you upload a new version, it takes time. So, if you upload a book to 
Kindle and find a glaring error, you have to fix it and upload a new copy. Kindle will 
take up to 12 hours to let the USA know the book is available. Then, it takes days to 
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let other countries in the world know. Let’s say you have a big launch coming and 
the date is set. You find a huge error—something an editor wouldn’t have missed. 
You can either go through with your book launch with this error or upload a new 
version and hope the new book is online before your launch. In that case, I probably 
would go ahead with the first copy of the book and edit/upload a new one later. 
Either way, it can hurt your reviews. A good editor could have prevented this.

➡ Your reputation is at stake—FOREVER! If you put crap on Kindle, if your cover 
design is not professional, your writing is not easy to read, your editing is horribly 
done…your reputation will be permanently damaged on Amazon. The only way to 
get rid of bad reviews for your book is to take it down, publish all over again under a 
totally different title, ISBN, etc. The problem is your old book is still going to stay up 
on Amazon for a while. That could even be several months after you take it down. 
And, readers who didn’t excoriate you in the reviews may now think that is a new 
book in your series, buy it and then scream in the reviews because it is essentially 
the same book they purchased before. You lose all the way around! All this for 
something that could have been prevented with professional editing!

Types of Editing

1. Developmental Editing: the highest cost editing. It is like having a coach. He/she 
will work with you throughout the entire writing of your book, essentially writing 
your book for you, helping you chapter by chapter to structure your writing, story, 
plot, characters, etc. This is the type of editor often employed with traditional 
publishers. Cost can be tens of thousands of dollars.

2. Substantive Editing: next highest cost. This editing starts with your rough draft. 
Once you send your rough draft to the editor, he/she will help you refine your 
voice, tighten up your writing, double-check facts, readability, plausibility, flow, etc. 
and overall make you a better writer. This can be as high as $7,000–10,000 but 
I’ve seen it as low as $2,000–3,000 depending on the size of the book. If you want 
to be very serious about this, and be the best writer you can be, substantive editing 
is the kind of editing you want.

3. Copy Editing: lower cost. This editing starts on your rough or polished draft and is 
what most authors use. This type of editing generally starts after you’ve read 
through your draft a couple of times, and you may have sent it to a couple of beta 
readers or a free editor. Then the copy editor gets it. Based on how messy your 
draft still is, they will charge by the page or word to clean it up. You can save 
money on editing by running your book through a couple of different processes first 
and then hiring this type of editor who will check grammar, spelling and 
punctuation for the most part. They are not going to change your voice or re-write 
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your sentences. They will check for overall consistency and point out problems to 
you. They will also check for accuracy. There is some research and fact-checking 
that goes on here to make sure your specifics of the period in which you are writing 
are accurate, etc. A real professional copy editor is worth his weight in gold!

4. Proofreading: lowest cost. A proof-reader starts on your book after you have it laid 
out and images in place, after you have all your chapter headings, titles, etc. and 
your word styles, fonts, etc. completed. For Kindle, this would be the final “pretty” 
pdf you have ready to upload from Scrivener or MS Word. This comes after an 
editor has had hands in it and it is ready to go. Proofreaders check the techie stuff: 
headings, styles, bullets, organizational structure, etc. They are going to make 
sure everything is the same throughout the book so the reader has a good 
experience all the way through the book. 

They also double-check that editors did their job and that authors did, too. In the 
editing process, there is going to be some back and forth between author and 
editor regarding changes made and to be made. The proof-reader will check that 
you and the editor caught everything—and that if you change something back that 
the editor changed, you have a good reason for it.

Self Editing 

✓ Spelling: After you’ve finished writing, let your book rest for a couple of days. Work 
on your marketing and let the writing rest. At that point, if you did turn off spell-check 
while writing—a trick for writing fast and clean and without the interruption of 
correcting spelling—turn it back on to find all your spelling errors.

✓ Once you’ve corrected spelling, read your book from top to bottom aloud! If you 
stumble over your own words, chances are your readers are going to do so as well. 
Make changes as you stumble.

Most common spelling/grammatical errors I’ve seen in manuscripts:

• Compliment (telling someone how nice her shoes are, e.g. “those shoes look lovely 
on you”) vs. complement (something goes well with something else, e.g. “those 
shoes complement your bag very well)

• Its (possessive, e.g. Its green color shone brightly.) vs. it’s (the contraction for “it is.” 
If you can read a sentence and use the words “it is” as in “It is green” then it’s or “It’s 
green” is correct. 
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• Loose (an adjective meaning not tight, e.g. “my pants are loose”) vs. lose (a verb, 
meaning to cease to have something, e.g. “I intend to lose weight.”) I made this 
mistake on the back cover of the very first book I ever wrote. It was professionally 
edited but I didn’t have the back cover edited. An editor picked up my book and 
caught this.

• Then (an adverb expressing time as in “Then, I went to the store) vs. than (a 
conjunction & preposition used to express contrast or comparison, e.g. “this cost 
more than that.”)

• There (a place, e.g. “I am going there”) vs. they’re (a contraction of “they” and 
“are”—refer back to “it’s”—e.g. They’re going with me”) vs. their (possessive, 
denoting possession, belonging or ownership and most properly used to denote 
plural possession or that of more than one person, e.g. “Their mother said they 
couldn’t go with me.”)

• Your (possessive meaning it belongs to you, e.g. “Your pills are on the table”) vs. 
you’re (a contraction of “you” and “are”—refer to it’s and they’re—as in “You’re not 
going to sell books if your grammar is bad.”)

NOTE: There are people in this Challenge who have said they are “editors” but mis-
use these words (and others) in the Facebook group. If you are an editor, check your 
posts because you are going to lose business. Sending from your phone isn’t an 
excuse. Relying on your word processing program’s grammar check is no excuse. 
Being short on time is no excuse. No one who knows the English language is going to 
hire you in a million years as an editor if you can’t pass judgement of your basic 
English language skills!

Most Common Punctuation Mistakes

• “Serial” commas. In a book, commas are placed after each word in a list, e.g. “red, 
white, and blue.” The reason the comma is placed before the word “and” in the list (a 
“serial” comma) is because books have a lot of words in them and you need to give 
your readers more permission to take breaks or breathe. Magazine articles, blog 
posts and other journalistic writing does not use serial commas (i.e. “red, white and 
blue”) because the publishers are pressed for space in fitting the story on a page. 
These articles are not as long and readers don’t need as much permission to 
breathe. NOTE: IF an “editor” doesn’t know what a serial comma is, do not hire him/
her.

• Apostrophes. The ‘ symbol is used in contraction words (e.g. you’re) and possessive 
words ending in the letter “s” such as “men’s shoes”
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• Quotation Marks. The “ symbol is used around a quote or, on occasion, to bring 
emphasis to a word. Quotation marks are usually reserved for quoting someone. 
Quotes used to emphasize a word are often overused. Options are bold and italics. 
Stay away from underline. It makes people think it is a clickable link and it screams 
“self-publishing.” If quoting someone in a sentence or where there is punctuation at 
the end of the quote, all ending punctuation goes inside the quote marks. For 
example: Kristen Joy said, “You need to make sure you include the punctuation 
marks inside the quotation.”

•  — (em dash) vs. – (en dash) vs. - (hyphen). 
๏ An em dash is the long dash and it takes the place of a comma as a longer 

pause to give emphasis to what comes next. 
๏ An en dash is a shorter dash than the em dash but longer than a hyphen and it 

replaces the word “to” as in 1992–1993 or 5–7. 
๏ A hyphen is used in a hyphenated word such as “best-selling book.” 

For each of these, there is no space before or after the hyphen or dash because it can 
then float around the page on Kindle depending on the reader’s font size. NOTE: Be 
aware that in MS Word, if you type a hyphen followed by a space and then another 
word, the software will automatically change that hyphen to an en dash. If you intend 
to have an en dash, you can do it that way. If you intend to have an em dash, the only 
way to get a proper em dash is to insert a special character: In Word: Insert > symbol 
> advanced. In Pages, if you choose Edit > Substitutions and turn on Smart Dashes 
the software will make all double hyphens an em dash. If you want an en dash or to 
control your em dash, go to Edit > Emoji & Symbols > choose the Punctuation group.

THIS is the number one way to be able to tell if an editor is a real editor or not. Just 
because someone says he edits doesn’t mean he knows what he is doing or that you 
should spend money on his services. Your first question should be: “Do you know 
what an em dash is vs. an en dash vs. a hyphen?”
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Nightmare in Grammarland

The screen shot below is an actual Facebook post. This is how a lot of people write on 
Facebook. I have been known to unfollow those who write like this.

This is how the post should look:

The edits…

Where to find free editors

๏ College students are awesome. They will do this because they are looking for 
resume experience. However, they have rigorous schedules so you have to stay on 
top of them to get it completed. 

๏ Internship. This means someone wants to get coaching, learn something from you 
and gain real-life experience to add to a resume or to help them start a business 
rather than being a paid employee. It isn’t necessary to formalize it through a 
university to find someone who is interested in an internship.
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๏ Family/Friends. You may be able to find someone qualified like an English teacher 
to help you edit your manuscript at a low cost. Keep in mind this could go one of 
two ways: 1) they may not be objective because they don’t want to anger you or 
hurt your feelings and you need to stress upon them the necessity of being 
objective and even harsh when necessary; or 2) they may be very objective and 
give you some suggestions for improving your writing that you don’t want to hear. 
Don’t take it personally. Your goal is to make yourself a better writer.

๏ High School teachers. Many teachers have two to three months vacation in the 
summer and some would love to help you for a low fee. They want to help and are 
huge supporters of local talent. Make sure you tell them you want them to follow 
Chicago Manual of Style (CMS or CMOS) rules for editing.

๏ Beta readers or book reviewers. One of the best ways to find beta readers is to 
post on social media (Facebook or if corporate, Linkedin) that you are writing a 
book and looking for beta readers/reviewers. The most important thing in working 
with them is to make sure they understand you are looking for them to find typos 
and to give honest feedback, positive and negative, and that you aren’t going to 
take it personally. You do not need to give a reviewer the full manuscript, but can 
send chapters or sections to different reviewers. NOTE: Once your book has been 
out for a year, re-read it yourself. Your writing will have improved if you’ve been 
writing during that time and you want to edit your early work to better reflect the 
skills you have honed.

๏ Local writers’ groups. Go to meeetup.com and look for a meet up of writers in your 
area. You can also talk to a local librarian to find if there is a club of readers/writers 
who meet in the library as many do. There are several writer’s groups that have 
annual dues where you can take a printed copy of your manuscript and get 
feedback from other members. There may be professional editors in the group, but 
usually it is writers who write a lot. Those are invaluable resources for providing an 
extra set of eyes.

๏ Customers. Ask for feedback on your thank-you page, but use these as a last 
resort. The nature of customers and how they comment is suited to reviews on 
Amazon. You should pay attention to these to see if there is something there to 
help you in the future books. Don’t take negative comments personally because 
some people are negative by nature and are always going to find fault. 

Professional Editing 

What will a professional editor really do for you?
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✓ Correct spelling, grammar and punctuation at the very least.

✓ Give you suggestions on how to tighten up your writing and make it better.

✓ Help you grow as a writer 

✓ Polish your words to better reach your audience and keep them engaged and 
coming back for more.

Why would you not want to hire someone who is going to do all that for you?

Where do you find professional editors?

๏ There is a resources page in your members area that includes names of several 
editors I have worked with and know to be good. Because I send thousands of 
people to those resources, their schedules may fill up.

๏ bibliocrunch.com is a website that has freelance editors on it

๏ BookDocks.com is an Independent Editors Group

๏ BookEditorsAlliance.com 

๏ edit911.com only employs editors with a PhD or higher. If you are writing for 
academia or technical fields, you definitely want to use someone like this to polish 
your book for the academic/technical worlds. Prices are in line with what you would 
expect to pay an editor.

๏ elance.com has a lot of different freelancers. You can find editors here. Keep in 
mind that should hire an editor who speaks and writes the language you are writing 
in. If you are writing in the UK, hire an editor who is going to spell words like “color” 
the way it would be spelled in the UK, i.e. “colour” if that is where your audience is 
located. You want to write in the language of your audience and choose an editor 
who speaks the same language.

๏ odesk.com is similar to Elance. It is a little pricier but the freelancers seem to be 
more skilled.

๏ The-EFA.org (Editorial Freelancer’s Association) 

Other Places…

๏ Facebook Groups. Ask around. Many groups have editors who are members
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๏ LinkedIn Groups. If you are writing corporate or managerial content, look for editors 
here. 

๏ Twitter. If you are writing fiction, you can connect with people on Twitter who are 
often on some of these other professional sites but can negotiate a deal with you 
directly since they won’t lose money to sites that take a fee.

How to Tell a Pro from a Fake

➡ Look at their posts on social media. Are they grammatically correct? Are they writing 
in a way you would want them to edit your book?

➡ Ask if they know the Chicago Manual of Style. This is the standard for book 
publishing for a reason. It is used by all the major traditional publishers/editors and if 
you want to compete in the marketplace with traditionally published books, you have 
to use the same standard. 

➡ Ask to see their resume. What other books have they edited? Buy those books and 
read them. Remember, authors have the power to change the edits back to the way 
it was written before so ask the editor if the author changed their edits back. And 
make sure the book you are reading has the editor listed on the copyright page or 
somewhere in the acknowledgements so the author is claiming the editor worked on 
that book.

➡ Ask for a sample before/after. Send a couple of paragraphs of your work, 
paragraphs you know need work but you aren’t sure what to do with them. This can 
give you a good idea of what they can do for you.

➡ Ask how many books they’ve been paid to edit…then READ those books. Some 
editors starting out will do it for the experience for free. Free is good for editing after 
you are finished self-editing, but paid is the next step. If this is their full-time job and 
the way they feed their families, you know they are going to be professionals and do 
a good job.

➡ Get clear on what you will pay. Know up-front what the fees will be.

➡ Ask about timelines. What is his/her current work load and will he/she be able to get 
to your book in a timely manner? How long do they normally take to edit a book of 
your genre that is XX length (number of words in your book). Remember, 
Substantive editing will always take longer than Copy editing! 
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Working with an Editor

๏ Most editors prefer Microsoft Word because of the Track Changes. If you are using 
Scrivener to write your book, use the “compile” feature to export your work to MS 
Word. This can be found in the bonus training on Scrivener from Joseph Michael.

๏ Expect a lot of red. When editors track changes, it shows up in a color, usually red. 
This can be a little scary to see. Don’t be afraid. The only way to grow and get 
better is to be stretched. That is an editor’s job and the higher the level of editing 
you purchase, the more red you should expect.

๏ Expect more than one round of editing. Yes, it will cost extra. Don’t expect them to 
do more than one round if you don’t pay them for it. 

๏ You are going to have typos. Traditionally published books have typos at a rate of 
one in every four pages. Accept that everything is not going to be caught but the 
benefit of Kindle is that you can go back and fix that later when you find the typos.

๏ Your editor should challenge you. If they only have good things to say, it isn't the 
right editor for you.

๏ This takes time. A 30-day challenge is thirty days to get a book written. It is going to 
take a lot more to get a book published, including time. Investing this time to get 
your book done properly and professionally is the only way you are going to be 
able to sell books.

๏ Expect to be a better writer at the end of the editing process. At the end of the 
process with your first book, your writing for the second book will be much better 
and more polished. You will continue to get better with each book.

Week 4: Writing Homework 

✓ Fill out the self-editing checklist

✓ Use the Free Editors worksheet to locate initial help

✓ Decide what type of professional editing you want/need

✓ Use the Professional Editors checklist to rate your possibilities.
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